
In the days before manufactured drugs, apothecaries (who were also doctors) 

would write out a formula for medications. The Share Health RX program is 

based on this original meaning of Rx, as in "a recipe for something to take."  We 

want you to share health. The recipe? AFA wild harvested blue green algae, 

adaptogenic herbs + medicinal mushrooms.

There has never been a more important time to link nutrition and health. The 

mounting research on the link between micronutrient deficiency and chronic 

disease, lowered immunity and poor quality of life is undeniable.

Start your patients on the road to vital health by rebalancing their 

micronutrient deficiency with a premium, potent and 97% bioavailable whole 

food source of life essential nutrients. 
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As a Share health RX practitioner you have the ability to make one nutritional recommendation 

and rest assured that your patients are receiving the most potent, green super food on Earth. 

 AFA algae is a nutrient for life and recommended for everyone. The best benefits are achieved 

when AFA is taken daily. Therefore a monthly recurring subscription is the most economical 

and efficient way to Share Health Rx.

How does Share Health Rx work?

Our AFA is sustainable 
and certified

When your patients purchase or subscribe to receive Saluz products a commission that starts at 20% is yours for the 

lifetime of their relationship with Saluz. There is no initial investment required. You never need to hold or purchase any 

sample inventory unless you want to. 

Saluz will provide you with 12 "one week" samples free of charge. As a share health Rx practitioner member you are 

spreading positive health, vitality and longevity by connecting your patients with a sustainable wild harvested certified 

organic source of nutrients backed by science. 
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                     Functional Mushrooms and Adaptogens are NOW

Mushrooms and Adaptogens function via multiple pathways increasing our 

resistance to stress and supporting our bodies path to homeostasis. 

A crucial path to healing and vibrant health lies in supplementing with the 

bioactive compounds of select organisms that benefit humans.  Longevity, 

disease prevention, improved mental / physical human  performance are 

noted benefits.

Ancient Medicine Fueling 

Modern Dreams

Ashwagandha

Cordyceps

White Peony

Shatavari
 

Tinctures:

-Vital (Mens)

-Vitelle 1 (Premenopausal)

-Vitelle 2 (Postmenopausal)

-Pine Pollen

-Ashwagandha

-Chaga

-Reishi

-Lions Mane

-Cordyceps

-Turkey Tail



After you are verified as a Share Health Rx member Saluz will ship you a starter kit of 12 one week supplies of

powder tablets and capsules, or tincture if requested. 

Share these samples with your patients in need of sustained micronutrient support.

Share your discount code of $10 off with these patients. This is how we track them for the lifetime of their

relationship with Saluz.

 Create your own media or share ours by using our media assets. 

 Share AFA and Saluz  and feel free to contact us for support you while earning an industry leading reoccurring

commission.

We appreciate your knowledge, expertise and dedication to healing. With the Share Health Rx Program you share health

we share profits. 

How does it work?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Saluz Support

Media kit 
eBook 

photos 
video 
copy 

 Display 
cards 

posters
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Our goal is to give you the tools to reach 

as many people as possible. Repost and 

share official Saluz posts or use our media 

assets to create your own content. 
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The Share Health RX Program does not require you to order a minimum amount of product or carry any inventory unless you want 

to become a Saluz retailer. 

 The best way to get people started on AFA is to try it. Many People feel an initial improvement in mental clarity and mood. Other 

patients will feel less and will require a month or more to experience the potential with AFA.  Give them a week supply and your 

discount code. 
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Free Introductory Sample Kit Free Shipping

 

AFA for one person for one week at 1 gram a day in either powder, 
capsules, or tablets
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Step 1.

Submit your application with us via tapfiliate.

Step 2.

We will review your application and get back to you within 24 hours. Once approved, your code, tracking link 

and media kit will appear in the tapfiliate dashboard.

Step 3.

You're done! Start Sharing Health and receive a 20% recurring commission for the lifetime of each patient that 

subscribes or purchases using your link/code.

How do I sign up?
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FAQ.

How does the sign up process work?

Complete the 2 minute application process via our tapfiliate portal, we will review your application and get back to you ASAP.

Does it cost anything to join?

Nope. Not only does it cost nothing to join, but if you would like to try our product for yourself, you can reach out to us at support@saluz.io 

and we will arrange to send you sample product.

What are the requirements to join?

Heart Surgeon, Family MD, Massage Therapist, psychologist, family therapist or nutritionist. If you are a healer of the mind or body we will 

recognize and support you.

What discount will be applied when my personalized code is used?

Every approved Share Health RX member is allocated a personalized coupon code to offer their customers, each code will be valid for $10 off 

the customers first order.

What are my responsibilities as a Share Health RX member?

To be a responsible ambassador for Saluz and Share Health
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https://saluz.tapfiliate.com/
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A message from the Co founders. 

During the first wave of the global pandemic when the world shut down for months we decided to fully engage in the idea 

of spreading our planet's nutritional abundance with as many people as possible. We crafted a mission statement and have 

dedicated ourselves to this mission ever since.  

Sharing Health RX is in our company's DNA. We value community and we believe making positive impacts should be 

rewarded with positive reinforcement. We want our company to reflect the way we want the world to be–so we created a 

system where everyone benefits.

  

We share AFA algae and other all-natural products with you, you share them with other people, the other people become 

healthier (and maybe Share Health members, themselves). Meanwhile, you build supplemental income, and we’re 

connecting people to the power of all-natural medicine, together. It’s a win-win-win. 

Are you feeling the potential of the Share Health program? Become a Share Health RX member and get started today!

                                                                                                                                                                           Contact us thrive@saluz.io
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Darrin Polischuk             
 
 

Daniel Spencer          
 
 

Our Aim is to spread positive health and vitality by connecting people 
to the healing power of earth's nutritional and medicinal abundance 
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